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U'varun

U'varun is a star system discovered by the Kingdom of Neshaten in EE 000 (YE 32) by the NSV
She'tan'ora during its maiden voyage in the Kuirenasova Sector. The system was discovered to have one
habitable planet, but during the exploration, the ship discovered a secondary planet that could serve as a
military base of operations.

The Flag

The Flag of the U'varun is below.

History

More facts about the U'varun System are listed below.

The system was first discovered, mapped, and colonized by the NSV She'tan'ora of the Kingdom of
Neshaten in EE 000 (YE 32).
In EE 002-V (YE 37) the Shukara Volunteer Navy constructed a military base at Uvarun 3.
The government had some setbacks when crops were infected by a local infestation of bugs. They
confirmed to have the problem contained.

The Heart of a U'varun

About the U'varun System Stars, Planets, and other features.
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The U'varun Stars

The heart of the U'varun System:

The U'varun Stars
System Registry U'varun-M-1 U'varun-M-2

Star Names U'varun-1 U'varun-2
Type M1 V Red Dwarf M5 V Red Dwarf

Distance Central Star 1.59 x 109 km
Radius 2.66 x 105 km 2.89 x 105 km

Surface Temperature 3200 K 2700 K
Average Mass 5.19 x 1029 kg 6.70 x 1029 kg

Luminosity 1.87 x 1025 W 1.31 x 1025 W
Number of Planets 6

M1 V Red Dwarf is considered an anomaly to the Neshaten, as they have no records of their ancestors
ever encountering a star system that had a companion star on the outside of the system.

U'varun 1

U'varun 1 is a rocky planet that serves a small purpose as a monitoring station to keep an eye on the
system's sun.

Uvarun 2
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U'varun 2, also known as the “Jewel of Eden” to the NSV-She'tan'ora's crew, is a planet capable of
supporting life. It was colonized in EE 000 by a Neshaten colony ship, due to its land and ocean, the
Kingdom decided to turn the planet into an agricultural world. Even though the Kingdom doesn't need
extra food, it was decided to do this for the future. Notable is that there is a wreckage of a crashed
starship.

U'varun3

U'varun 3 is a planet that the Neshaten military took an extreme interest in thanks to its electromagnetic
storms which cover the entire planet. Similar to the storms found on the homeworld, the sensors of the
NSV She'tan'ora were incapable of scanning the surface of the planet and had to sacrifice three shuttles
in order to figure out whether the surface was livable or not.

The planet is used as a military stronghold, with a military complex built underground. This complex isn't
listed on any known maps and known only to officers of Shipmaster rank and above. U'varun 3 is list as a
Osfo'rium

U'varun 3 is considered a 'hollow planet' to the Neshaten, in that its outer crust is covered in tunnels that
span for hundreds if not thousands of kilometers.

U'varun 4

U'varun 4 is a planet slated to be used for research and development, with a research complex scheduled
to be built on the surface of the planet in EE 003.

U'varun 5

U'varun 5 is a rocky planet that serves very little purpose to the Neshaten, other than it possessing an
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early warning satellite that is in orbit. Rumors abound that the military may use the planet to construct a
training center. It has a large moon in orbit of Uvarun 5 that is lifeless.

U'varun 6

U'varun 6 is an ice planet used by local Neshaten merchants as a stopover before leaving the system. Its
got a temporary waystation for merchants to stop in, but it also has a small mining camp on the surface
that is used for mining ice that is to be turned into drinking water.

Export and Trades

The U'varun System exports and trades the following goods.

Primary Industries
farming and bioindustry

People

The population of the U'varun System is consistent of Shukaren Daur (Sub-Species), Shukaren Laibe
(Sub-Species) and My'leke (Species). Other species of other factions are not allowed to settle down on
the colony.

Characters

The Characters that are located here:1)

Nothing found

RP Opportunities

Great roleplay opportunities.

Fight the savage animals in this world.
Visit the beautiful farms.
Explore the crashed starship.
Explore the tunnels at U'varun 3.

Local Rumors

Maybe True, Maybe not.

Unknown live forms are located at U'varun 3 tunnels.
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A white shape animal is seen in the north of U'varun 2 attacking travelers.

OOC Notes

Kalshion created this article on 2012/09/06 01:38. Updated by Rawolfe.

It was approved by Andrew in this thread.

Art was created in Artbreeder and the Flag was created by Rawolfe.
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